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With an organic farm providing beef and pork on the
doorstep, chef-owner Ollie Hunter is guaranteed quality
meat, but challenges himself daily to ensure he keeps the
menu’s impact to a minimum.
One of the effective methods Ollie’s employed is to
maintain the meaty flavour while reducing the meat
content. Two dishes exemplify this. The Pork and Split
Pea Stew with Black Pudding uses pork stock only and
the black pudding is organic and a by-product. The
Wheatsheaf burger now includes mushrooms and oats,
but still tastes 100% beefy.
Using smart innovations like this the pub has reduced
the meat it purchases by a third. A shift to buying whole
animals only has helped reduce waste, create more menu
variety and enhanced chef skills, as well as increasing GP,
which is also boosted by the increase in veg in dishes!
Seven dishes out of a single chicken is a prime example.
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best to encourage
meat eaters to explore
alternative, less impactful
meats and cuts. From this month,
it was
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You don’t get to be the most sustainable restaurant in the
UK without giving serious thought to what you put on the
plate. And so it was that the founders of the small plates
Bristol restaurant agonised over whether they could
justify keeping meat on the menu.

Poco will only offer offal, bi-product or

carbon neutral meat.”

In the end, the owners decided it was best to encourage
meat eaters to explore alternative, less impactful meats
and cuts.
From this month, Poco will only offer offal, by-product
or carbon neutral meat. Tongue, heart or liver, kid goat
or wild boar have replaced, bavette and pork belly.
Head chef Ian Clark has been instrumental in creating
appetising dishes to turn squeamish customers into
loyal customers. For the restaurant’s supplier, it’s a boon
finding a market for unloved cuts.
Now only a tenth of items on the tapas menu contain
meat and in 2020 Poco will measure the resultant
reduction in emissions.
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“The public response was so overwhelmingly
positive – it’s now the third most popular

The B12 has now
replaced beef in all Lucky
Beach’s burgers, significantly
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reducing the footprint of thousands of meals
and contributing to an overall increase of
25% in veg-led sales.”
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With a menu steeped in burgers, of the beef variety,
this Brighton beach restaurant faced a major challenge
to meet customer demand for more veg-based dishes
without creating a huge menu or loads of food waste.
Partnering with Moving Mountains, Lucky Beach
introduced the beetroot-based B12 burger to Brighton,
complete with press launch.
The public response was so overwhelmingly positive
– it’s now the third most popular dish on the menu.
The B12 has now replaced beef in all Lucky Beach’s
burgers, significantly reducing the footprint of
thousands of meals and contributing to an overall
increase of 25% in veg-led sales.

